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��������� 
��������  (viii), to pick up. 

��������, rabbit. The word is feminine even though it is applied to both 

the masculine as well the feminine animal. Pl /�������. 

�0�1���2� 
�34��2�  (viii), to snatch. 

���1�5�6,fox. Pl /����5�6. 

�8�1�9��� 
�:49���  (v), to set out. 
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�;���2��< 
�=��;��2�  (viii), to quarrel. 

?��@, spinyBtailed lizard. Pl �D��E@, FG�H�E/@. 

Its young one is FJ�KL (pl FG�4�KL). Therefore, the kunyah of the dabb is: 

N/O�� J�KP��� . 

FQR��S, just. 

�<�U�L, arbiter.  �<VU�L FG4WX 
��4WX 
�YZU�P�[  (ii), to choose someone to be the 

arbiter. 

\�]�O _̂\à�� 
b�Z�]/O  (aBi), to seek. The form most frequently used in this sense 

is: c�]���O� d_��]��O�  (viii). 

�<�9�� 
�Y�9��  (aBi), to slap. 

?e/L, free man (as opposed to �f�E�S, a slave). Pl ����e�L��. 

�e�;����� ���
����;�  (viii), to take revenge.  

c�g�: d_��g�:  (aBi), to decide, to rule, to pronounce judgment. 

FJ�h�=, proverb, pl FQ��h�=��. 
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This Arabic proverb is presented as a fable with the 

participation of animals. 
 

 

It is said that the rabbit picked up a date, but the fox snatched it 

and ate it. So both of them set out to the spinyBtailed lizard for 

arbitration. 

The rabbit said, 'O Father of Hisl !'. 

The dabb said, 'You have called a good listener'. 

The rabbit said, 'We have come to you for arbitration'. 

The dabb said, 'You have chosen a just judge for arbitration'. 

The rabbit said, 'Come out to (hear) us.' 

The dabb said, 'The arbiter is visited in his house'. 

The rabbit said, 'I found a date.' 

The dabb said, ‘A sweet thing. Eat it.' 

The rabbit said, 'The fox snatched it.' 

The dabb said, 'He sought for himself what is good'. 

The rabbit said, 'I slapped him'. 

The dabb said, 'You have taken your right'. 
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The rabbit said,'(The fox) slapped me'. 

The dabb said, 'A free being has avenged himself'.  

The rabbit said, 'Pronounce your judgment'. 

The dabb said, 'I have already done so'. 

All his statements became proverbs. 

This proverb emphasizes the importance of the arbiter, and that 

he should be honored and respected.   

 

 

Note that the proverb % �&����	' (	�)�* ����	+,�-  is mawzuun (versified), and its 

feet are: 

�̂ :8�<,?	��;�X (dan dan da dan) which equals to:  Come, come to me.  

This foot is repeated twice. 

% �&����	'  : Come, come to me. 

(	�)�* ����	+,�-  : Come, come to me. 
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